Grade KG1

In English, Students discussed on the topic
my toys and the task was to draw their
favourite toy and name it.

My favourite toy: Student drawing

In Math, students learn to compare heights and
the task was to draw two objects that represent
tall and short.

In Phonics, students learnt the phonetic letter
/b/ and the task was to draw pictures that
begins with the letter /b/.

Letter /b/ activity: Student drawing

In Science, students experimented on mixing
colours and their task was to mix red and
yellow to find the new colour.

Mixing colours: student work
Comparing heights: student work

Grade KG2

In English, students learnt the fiction story ‘Mog the
Forgetful Cat’. The task was to draw ‘MOG’ and write
two sentences about it.

In Maths, a Measuring Time Project was given to
the students to make an Analogue Clock and take
a video as they show the time on the clock telling,
what time they wake up, eat breakfast etc.

A fiction story: Student work
Analogue clock: Student work

In Science, Students enjoyed learning about animals
and their habitats, their task was to the children to
make a paper ant.

Paper ant: student work

In Geography, students learnt all about
the four seasons and their task was to
draw, colour and write about it.

All about four seasons: student work

Grade 1

In English, the student activity was to make a poster
about different jobs. They enjoyed drawing and naming
the different work of people.

In science, investigating dissolving materials.
Students experimented with materials such as:
salt, sand and sugar to find which material is
soluble and insoluble in water.

Investigating dissolving materials: Student experiment

People at work: Student drawing

In History, Topic was about the wonders of
UK and student task was to name and
describe the places they like to visit in UK.

In Math, students learnt about the place
value and their task was to fill in the tens and
ones for the given numbers.

Place value: student interactive work

Wonders of UK: Student work

